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Indian company still interested in
Canje Basin investment
OCTOBER 6, 2014 | BY KNEWS | FILED UNDER NEWS 

Indian Conglomerate Ajeenkya DY Patil has indicated to the Government of
Guyana that they are still interested in developing several hectares of land in
the Canje Basin in Berbice. This disclosure was made by Agriculture Minister Dr.
Leslie Ramsammy during a recent interview with this publication.

The Indian company in August had made claims
that the Government of Guyana had provided
them with a 99-year lease on 60,000 hectares of
land located in the Canje Basin for a mega-farm.
Moreso, they had claimed that the Government of
Guyana will provide tax holidays, waive import and
export duties, and provide exemption from local
taxes. However, Minister Ramsammy has denied
all the claims by the company.
Ramsammy told Kaieteur News that even though
the original Memorandum of Understanding
between the two countries had expired, DY Patil
has indicated that they will still going through with
the deal.  The Minister explained that the company
has indicated that they are working on a revised
project and will be in Guyana in the near future.
He remained positive that the company will start
operations in Guyana. Late last year the
Agriculture Ministry had made the disclosure about
the land deal.
Ramsammy has denied that his ministry allocated more lands in the Canje Basin,
or entered into any “new deals” with the Indian conglomerate.  However this
was in stark contradiction to what the company claimed on its website.
The Ministry of Agriculture had initially stated that it had given approximately
10,000 hectares of land in the Canje Basin to the group for “mega farming.”
However, on its website, the company said it was also able to acquire the rights
to not only what is above the ground but below, a significant allowance, as it
could pave the way for even mining to take place in the concession.
Ramsammy, in response had told this publication that he was “totally unaware”
of the claims made by the conglomerate. The Minister has out rightly denied
that he or his Ministry has given any more lands to the conglomerate.
The Indian company had stated too that government will provide “sovereign
guarantees” for successful funding of the project by international institutions.
The company went further. It said that Government agreed that it will support
the building of a road along the East Bank of the Berbice River to the
concession, and will also facilitate development of internal infrastructure in the
area.
The group describes the project as a setup to an integrated agriculture
business in Guyana.
The group is claiming that they would make investments which would create
directly over 15,000 new jobs in the Canje and the Berbice River areas, when
fully realized. It is estimated that another 5,000 jobs will be created indirectly,
supporting almost 15,000-20,000 families (approx 50,000 Guyanese).
This particular announcement by the Indian company has raised questions over
the manner Government has been going about courting investors. In most
cases, Guyanese only learn of details after the deal is done and in some cases,
by chance.
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Caribbean Motor Racing
Championship…Jeffrey,
Vieiras register victories
as Guyanese competitors
excel
Guyana underlined its seriousness
about the defence of its regional title
after sweeping the top groups in the
opening leg... Full Story

Digicel/Bounty Farm
Handicap Squash tourney
…Lucas Jonas & Jason
Khalil take top honors
By Sean Devers The Digicel/Bounty Farm
Ltd Handicap Squash tournament
climaxed yesterday at the Georgetown
Club’s Squash... Full Story

E-Networks Cross-Fit
games…Rivera is male
winner; Fortune grabs
female title, USA cop team
crown
The many spectators that turned up to
witness the inaugural E-Networks Cross
Fit games were given much to cheer
about as... Full Story

GASA Mash Long Course
Meet…Outstanding
performances by Blue
Ribbon Queens Grant,
Sanmoogan, George and
Nurse
The Guyana Amateur Swimming
Association (GASA) Mashramani Long
Course Meet continued yesterday (Day
2) at the National Aquatic... Full Story
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Ramkarran needs to
enter the spacecraft
I have heard many
informed citizens,
including media
colleagues say that
should Ralph Ramkarran
enter the opposition
campaign,... more

Parents are neglecting
their children
A few days ago, I saw a
group of small boys
roaming the streets. The
look on their faces
announced that... more

St Kitts-Nevis election
fiasco: symptom of a
bigger problem
By Sir Ronald Sanders
Concern was rightly
raised over the failure of
the Supervisor of
Elections in St... more
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medical... more
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